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sun java wireless toolkit ( is a set of tools for creating
java applications that run on devices compliant with the
java technology for the wireless industry (jtwi, jsr 185)
specification and the mobile service architecture (msa,
jsr 248) specification. it consists of build tools, utilities,

and a device emulator. the awt toolkit is a free and open-
source development toolkit for the java programming
language. it provides an event-based model of user

interaction with the desktop, written in java. it is not part
of the java standard library, but is available as part of

the java se development kit (jdk). the java awt (windows)
toolkit is a free and open-source development toolkit for
the java programming language. it provides an event-

based model of user interaction with the desktop, written
in java. it is not part of the java standard library, but is
available as part of the java se development kit (jdk).

this kit was originally released as part of the java 2 sdk,
but was later made available as part of the java 2 se

development kit (jdk). this version of the java awt
(windows) toolkit also provides developers with a larger
set of tools and utilities that help with the development

of java applications, providing more features and
functionality than the original version of the kit.

question: i have an outlook 2010 and an office 2013
installed on the same computer. the mail merge toolkit

doesn't work on office 2013. any idea? answer: the issue
is that with newer version of the outlook (and probably
also office) - there is a change in the file format: if you
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open your file in office 2013 (while running office 2010),
you can continue to work with it - but if you save it as a

different file type in office 2013 - it may not be opened in
office 2010. the toolkit checks for the new format of the
file, and does not support this file format. (please also

have a look at some other related threads on our forum:
)
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Microsoft Office 2010 Mail Merge Toolkit is a powerful
add-in for Microsoft Office that provides a wide range of
requested features to facilitate the implementation of

emails and newsletters with dynamic content: Security is
a set of basic security features of the Mail Merge Toolkit
application that Microsoft Office users should be aware
of. These include SSL security, network security, private

security, and security certificate validation. The user
interface of the toolkit includes a single start menu icon,
and a menu on the toolbar which contains the following

options: Mail Merge Toolkit enables you to generate
personalized e-mails and newsletters within minutes.
With Mail Merge Toolkit, it is possible to create e-mail
and newsletters with up to 200 e-mail addresses. Each
recipient will receive a personalized e-mail. Question: I
get a Microsoft Office 2013 Print Preview File "Access

database error 1323" when trying to print the results of
an Access database macro, but not with Access 2003.

How do I fix this? Answer: You can use Print Preview with
an Access database file, as long as you do not use any
Access interface or query features. You should use the

"Save as a Microsoft Office file" option from the File
menu, as follows: Question: How do I attach a file to an e-
mail in some other format? Answer: Use Office 2013 Print

Preview. This opens the attachments file in another
format, not supported by Windows Explorer, but the

default save action of the dialog is Save as a Microsoft
Office file, so you should be able to print it. The Save as
a Microsoft Office file dialog should be available even if

you don't have the Print Preview option installed.
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